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Abstract

There is considerable interest in predicting the pathogenicity of protein variants1

in human genes. Due to the sparsity of high quality labels, recent approaches2

turn to unsupervised learning, using Multiple Sequence Alignments (MSAs) to3

train generative models of natural sequence variation within each gene. These4

generative models then predict variant likelihood as a proxy to evolutionary fitness.5

In this work we instead combine this evolutionary principle with pretrained protein6

language models (LMs), which have already shown promising results in predict-7

ing protein structure and function. Instead of training separate models per-gene,8

we find that a single protein LM trained on broad sequence datasets can score9

pathogenicity for any gene variant zero-shot, without MSAs or finetuning. We call10

this unsupervised approach VELM (Variant Effect via Language Models), and11

show that it achieves scoring performance comparable to the state of the art when12

evaluated on clinically labeled variants of disease-related genes.13

1 Introduction14

Understanding and quantifying the pathogenicity of human gene variants could transform healthcare,15

better inform treatment decisions, and enable new treatment modalities. However, relating specific16

missense variants to phenotypical disease indications is challenging, since the number of such variants17

(6.5 million) observed in the human population so far exceeds that which can be analyzed Karczewski18

et al. [2020]. Despite large-scale efforts to collate the disease relevance of gene variants Landrum and19

Kattman [2018], the majority of variants remain pathogenically unclassified Van Hout et al. [2020].20

Computational methods offer the promise of at-scale interpretation of variants at speeds useful in a21

clinical setting Jagadeesh et al. [2019], Rentzsch et al. [2019]. However, many supervised models22

are trained on clinical labels of variable quality or with inconsistent clinical annotations resulting23

in inconsistent model performance. Unsupervised generative models avoid the labeling issues and24

have been successfully used to predict protein function and stability Hopf et al. [2014], Lapedes25

et al. [2012], Meier et al. [2021]. More recently, Frazer et al. [2021] introduced EVE, a family of26

variational autoencoders (VAEs) trained on protein Multiple Sequence Alignments (MSAs) for each27

gene of interest. EVE scores pathogenicity using variant probabilities as proxies for evolutionary28

fitness, and achieves current state-of-the art performance compared to other computational approaches29

without training on clinical labels.30

In this work we describe VELM (Variant Effect via Language Models), an unsupervised approach31

for scoring variant pathogenicity using protein language models (LMs). Like prior unsupervised32

evolutionary approaches, VELM scores pathogenicity by using a sequence model to predict sequence33

likelihood. However, instead of training separate gene-specific generative models to estimate likeli-34

hoods, we use protein LMs pretrained by self-supervised learning on large open datasets of protein35

sequences. This training procedure produces models that capture statistical patterns across a broad36
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Figure 1: Left: Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve of VELM and EVE scores on our
evaluation set of clinically labeled gene variants. VELM (T5) outperforms both the EVE score and
VELM (Bert). Positive ⇐⇒ pathogenic, negative ⇐⇒ benign. Right: Histogram of VELM (T5)
scores on clinically labeled variants. Broadly speaking, VELM assigns higher scores to pathogenic
variants than for benign ones.

distribution of protein sequences, and enables estimating sequence likelihood for any gene variant37

zero-shot without finetuning on any MSAs. Thus, our approach uses a single model to efficiently38

scores pathogenicity for any gene variant of interest without having to train a new generative model39

per-gene. Ultimately, VELM allows us to efficiently predict pathogenicity for the large number of40

currently unlabeled variants across human disease-related genes.41

When evaluated on a set of variants with known clinical labels from the ClinVar dataset [Landrum42

and Kattman, 2018], we find that the VELM score can discriminate variant pathogenicity with an43

AUC=0.92, exceeding the performance of EVE (AUC=0.89), see Figure 1.44

2 VELM: Variant Effect via Language Models45

Starting from a reference wildtype protein, our goal is to predict the pathogenicity of a given variant46

directly from its protein sequence. Following an unsupervised evolutionary approach, we leverage the47

relationship between sequence likelihood and evolutionary fitness to score variants without training48

on clinical labels (which can cause overfitting). We estimate sequence likelihood through protein49

language models (LMs) pretrained on large protein sequence datasets. Compared to EVE [Frazer50

et al., 2021], this removes the need to train separate per-gene generative models on processed MSAs.51

Indeed, we will show that a single pretrained LM can score any gene variant with no finetuning.52

Inspired by techniques from natural language processing (NLP), protein language models are typically53

trained on large datasets of protein sequences with a masked language modeling objective. This trains54

the model to estimate the distribution over residues at particular positions given the context residues at55

surrounding positions. More precisely, these models compute P (xi1 = •, · · · , xim = •|x\{i1,··· ,im}),56

where in practice the context x\{i1,··· ,im} is created by masking the sequence at positions i1, · · · , im.57

To define the VELM pathogenicity score, we need to use the protein LM to estimate a notion of variant58

likelihood (relative to the wildtype). We denote the wildtype sequence xwt and variant sequence xmt,59

and define the set of mutation positions M = {i : xmt
i ̸= xwt

i }. Meier et al. [2021] found that the log60

odds ratio at mutated positions can effectively predict protein function. We define the VELM score61

using the same approach:62

S(xmt) :=
∑
i∈M

logP (xi = xwt
i |xwt

\M )− logP (xi = xmt
i |xmt

\M ) (1)

where x\M indicates masking x at all positions i ∈ M (notably, xmt
\M = xwt

\M ). Intuitively, S(xmt)63

should be higher when the variant is less likely, indicating that it is more likely to be pathogenic.64
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Method VELM (T5) VELM (Bert) EVE REVEL MA DG2
mAUC (≥ 1 labels) 0.901 0.858 0.917 0.934 0.888 0.895
mAUC (≥ 3 labels) 0.912 0.876 0.930 0.946 0.895 0.901
mAUC (≥ 5 labels) 0.933 0.892 0.936 0.956 0.904 0.916

Figure 2: Mean of AUCs (mAUC) over the evaluation set of disease-relevant genes (weighted by
number of known labels). For each row, “≥ N labels” means we restrict evaluation to genes that have
at least N pathogenic and N benign labels for evaluating AUC. Note that VELM (ours), EVE [Frazer
et al., 2021] and MA (MutationAssessor) are all unsupervised methods. DG2 (DEOGEN2) [Raimondi
et al., 2017] is supervised by clinical labels, while REVEL [Ioannidis et al., 2016] is an ensemble
method that combines the output of multiple individual tools.

Computing S(xmt) is relatively efficient and requires |M | forward passes to evaluate a single variant.65

For reasonably small |M |, GPU batching leads to only a single forward pass in practice.66

3 Experiments and Analysis67

We apply VELM to missense variants of human disease-related genes whose sequence lengths are68

≤ 5121. From the ClinVar dataset [Landrum and Kattman, 2018] there are known clinical labels for69

10011 variants across the 1348 genes we consider2: 6613 variants are labeled “pathogenic” while70

3398 are labeled “benign.” For these clinically labeled variants, we compare our VELM score71

against the value of the label, and evaluate the effectiveness of using VELM score to classify variant72

pathogenicity.73

Computing the VELM pathogenicity score (Eq. 1) requires a pretrained protein LM, for which74

there are multiple choices. Here we consider both ProtBert (420M parameters) and ProtT5 (3B75

parameters) [Elnaggar et al., 2021], both trained by masked language modeling on BFD [Steinegger76

and Söding, 2018] and UniRef [Suzek et al., 2015]. We will denote the results of scoring variants77

with each LM as VELM (Bert) and VELM (T5), respectively. For comparison, we also evaluate the78

performance of other methods on the same set of variants:79

1. EVE [Frazer et al., 2021]: An unsupervised evolutionary method that trains separate generative80

models on MSAs for each gene.81

2. MutationAssessor (MA) Reva et al. [2011]: Another unsupervised scoring approach.82

3. DEOGEN2 (DG2) [Raimondi et al., 2017]: A supervised method trained on clinical disease labels.83

4. REVEL [Ioannidis et al., 2016]: An ensemble method that combines the output of multiple84

individual tools.85

Aggregate Metrics: Figure 1 shows how the VELM score discriminates pathogenicity on our set86

of labeled variants. The VELM (T5) score has an AUC of 0.92, outperforming both EVE and87

VELM (Bert), with AUCs 0.88 and 0.87, respectively. The ROC Curve indicates that VELM (T5)88

produces pathogenicity scores with an overall better tradeoff beteween TPR and FPR compared to89

the other methods. The histogram of scores shaded by clinical label shows that the VELM scores90

is broadly capable of separating pathogenic and benign gene variants. Since the score is simply91

computed from the output of a protein LM, this indicates that the pretraining process learns statistical92

patterns in protein sequence that are relevant to predicting pathogenicity (via predicting likelihood).93

Per-Gene Metrics: We can also evaluate how VELM scores discriminate pathogenicity on a per-gene94

basis. We calculate the Mean AUC (mAUC) by computing AUC for variants of each gene separately,95

then average the AUCs over genes weighted by the number of clinical labels available. Since many96

genes have just a few clinically labeled variants, per-gene evaluation statistics may be very noisy. We97

separately evaluate mAUC over genes with at least N pathogenic and benign labels, where N = 1, 3,98

or 5. Figure 2 shows that REVEL generally achieves the highest Mean AUC on each evaluation set.99

Among non-ensemble methods, EVE generally performs best, though for the least noisy evaluation100

set of genes with ≥ 5 labels, VELM (T5) and EVE perform comparably.101

1This is not a general limitation of VELM, but the particular protein LMs we use in this evaluation were only
trained on sequences of length ≤ 512.

2We restrict to those labels with a ClinVar quality rating of at least one star.
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3.1 Analysis102

Overall, VELM (T5) achieves state of the art performance at predicting pathogenicity for arbitrary103

gene variants (aggregate AUC). It is comparable to other methods when scoring at a per-gene level104

(mean AUC), nearly matching state of the art for the least noisy evaluation set. These results are105

notable since VELM simply uses a pretrained protein LM to score any gene variant zero-shot, while106

other methods either train on clinical labels or on gene-specific evolutionary data. This leaves open107

the possibility for further improving performance by finetuning the protein LM on data pertaining to108

the disease-relevant genes of interest.109

The fact that VELM (T5) outperforms VELM (Bert) falls in line with prior observations that ProtT5110

outperforms ProtBert on a variety of structure and function prediction tasks Elnaggar et al. [2021].111

This suggests that pathogenicity prediction may be yet another “downstream task” where performance112

can improved by simply pretraining better protein LMs.113

4 Related Work114

There has been extensive prior work in computational techniques to predict protein pathogenicity and115

in using large-scale self-supervised language models for protein sequences.116

The literature on computational approaches for predicting protein pathogenicity is large and growing.117

Roughly speaking, these approaches can be categorized into supervised methods (e.g., Adzhubei et al.118

[2010], Raimondi et al. [2017]), unsupervised methods (e.g., Sim et al. [2012], Choi et al. [2012]),119

and supervised meta-predictor methods that use the outputs of both supervised and unsupervised120

methods as features (e.g., Ioannidis et al. [2016], Jagadeesh et al. [2016], Feng [2017], Qi et al.121

[2021], Ionita-Laza et al. [2016]). The unsupervised approach is favored in prior work which cites the122

variable quality of labels, bias in label availability, and sparsity of labels as difficulties in developing123

and validating supervised methods. In comparing to our work, the most recent and relevant such124

unsupervised approach is EVE Frazer et al. [2021], which is state-of-the-art. The key features125

distinguishing our work from that of Frazer et al. [2021] are: (a) we have one global protein LM126

instead of per-family sequence models (b) we train on a large database of protein sequences with127

no fine-tuning instead of EVE’s individual MSAs, and (c) we perform zero-shot inference across all128

residue locations of a protein, instead of EVE’s focus indices.129

There has been a recent growth of interest in training language models on protein sequence datasets130

for the purposes of predicting protein structure and function [Alley et al., 2019, Lu et al., 2020,131

Madani et al., 2020, Elnaggar et al., 2021, Rives et al., 2021, Notin et al., 2022]. Most closely related132

to our work is ESM-1v [Meier et al., 2021], which used protein LMs and the log odds ratio at mutated133

positions to predict the effect of mutations on protein function zero-shot. Given the success of protein134

LMs for predicting structure and function, VELM explores their effectiveness for directly predicting135

pathogenicity in disease-relevant human genes.136

5 Conclusion137

In this work, we investigate the effectiveness of pretrained protein language models for assessing138

variant pathogenicity, a problem of great clinical interest. We introduce an unsupervised method139

called VELM that scores variant sequences by using protein LMs to estimate sequence likelihood,140

and show that it matches state of the art predictive performance. VELM is computationally efficient141

and flexible, using a single model to score variants of any gene with no finetuning.142

The current work can be improved along multiple directions. First, the current protein LMs were143

trained on sequences of limited length, restricting our evaluation to sequences of length ≤ 512. Aside144

from removing this technical limitation, results can likely be improved by using better pretrained145

LMs such as ESM [Hsu et al., 2022], or by finetuning the LMs on relevant sequences (to human146

disease-related genes).147
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